Zitierte (und ausgewählte weiterführende) Fachliteratur:


Filmographie:

The Descendants - Familie und andere Angelegenheiten (2011) Director: Alexander Payne; Writers: Alexander Payne (screenplay), Nat Faxon (screenplay), Jim Rash (screenplay), Kaui Hart Hemmings (novel); Stars: George Clooney, Shailene Woodley, Amara Miller

The Wrestler. (2008) Director: Darren Aronofsky; Writer: Robert D. Siegel; Stars: Mickey Rourke, Marisa Tomei, Evan Rachel Wood

Winter's Bone (2010). Director: Debra Granik; Writers: Debra Granik (screenplay), Anne Rosellini (screenplay), Daniel Woodrell (novel); Stars: Jennifer Lawrence, Isaiah Stone, Garret Dillahunt